
MAAM minutes July 13th 2015 tg’s 

Call to order at 7.45pm 

 

Officer Reports,  

President, no June minutes to accept 

Vice President, no report submitted 

Treasurer, approx 1800 in bank and we have NOT submitted our notforprofit paperwork…. 

Secretary, No report submitted 

 

Committee Reports….. 

Legislative, no report submitted 

Grievance-Ethics, no report submitted 

TATS, posters and rack cards available for distribution….will be made weekly as sponsors will 

change. Still selling sponsorships at 50 dollars a week. No banner this year. Candy will ask Pete 

Rallo to play for 7/21 tats show. 323 made for the raffle, thank you Steve!! 

MAAMJAM, continues to be a success, Fur Coats playing this month. Needs to be promoted this 

week! 

Youth, no report submitted 

Speed Booking, table for a while 

Marketing, no report submitted 

MAAMoRama, Candy will continue to collect items to either sell or donate to students 

Education, no report submitted, overall happy with what has been posted.  

KCA, project is no where near to being ready to sell for Taste….board decided to extend the 

deadlines for the cd as there are only 6 bands signed up at this time. We will not have a booth at 

TOW, and this year we will move towards having less cd’s made and start using download 

cards… 

MEETING Business 



Board approved Rick’s letter to support the Arts commission proposal. 

Tamara Anderson has asked to run a clinic on vocal training, info will be forwarded to Mandy 

for future consideration in Education. 

Discussion was started on dissolving MAAM….apathy seems to permeate not only the 

membership but the board as well, as noted by the lack of attendance in general. 

This was just a discussion, no decisions have been made, generally speaking the board members 

in attendance feel as follows. 

Michael, no longer interested in moving forward since others no longer feel the need to follow 

through with projects. 

Candy, will no longer be involved with MAAM after her current tenure. 

Rick, feels MAAM has a good rep and would like to see it continue 

Aimee, feels that other musicians feel MAAM is joke 

Lori, would like to see MAAM continue and said that all boards,(she sits on multiple boards) go 

through times of contrition and expansion and this is just a small setback. 

Roger, had no opinion 

While we feel there are some very good events that could and should be continued….if MAAM 

ceases to exist then maybe we could have the events absorbed by KPAA so that they could 

continue into 2016  

 

Minutes taken by Michael Gniot  


